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July 22, 2013   


 


Via Electronic Mail   


 


Ms. Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary 


U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 


Washington, DC 20555–0001 


ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications 


Rulemaking.Comments@nrc.gov. 


 


RE: Supplement to the Comments of the Natural Resources Defense Council December 20, 


2013 Comments on the Draft Waste Confidence Generic Environmental Impact Statement 


and Waste Confidence Rulemaking (Docket ID NRC–2012–0246)   


 


Dear Ms. Vietti-Cook: 


 


The Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”) writes today to provide brief supplemental 


comments to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (“NRC” “the agency”, or “the 


Commission”) for its consideration of the Draft Waste Confidence Generic Environmental 


Impact Statement, 78 Fed. Reg 56621 (Sept. 13, 2013) (hereinafter referred to as the “Draft 


Waste Confidence GEIS” or “Draft GEIS”) and the Waste Confidence—Continued Storage of 


Spent Nuclear Fuel: Proposed Rule, 78 Fed. Reg. 56766-56805 (Sept. 13, 2013). 


As NRC is aware, NRDC and many others filed extensive comments on December 20, 2013. On 


that date, and again on March 21, 2014, at the invitation of the Commissioners in a public 


proceeding, NRDC urged NRC to withdraw and significantly revamp the Draft GEIS as the 


agency failed to: 1) properly identify the major federal action necessitating an environmental 


impact statement; 2) evaluate the environmental effects of failing to secure permanent storage, 


with associated alternatives and mitigation strategies; and 3) properly examine future dangers 


and key consequences with respect to spent fuel pool fires and leaks.
1
  


We expect at this juncture and according to the NRC’s reported schedule, NRC Staff is currently 


updating and revising its Draft GEIS and working on the “Response to Comments.” Pursuant to 


that process, this day NRDC submits for consideration supplemental comments on incidents that 


                                                 
1  See, Natural Resources Defense Council’s Comments on the Draft Waste Confidence Generic 


Environmental Impact Statement and Waste Confidence Rulemaking (Docket ID NRC–2012–0246), 


December 20, 2013 at 13 and 17 (hereinafter “NRDC’s Dec. 20, 2013 Comments at __”); see also, 


http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/slides/2014/20140321/fettus-slides-


20140321.pdf 
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have occurred at the Department of Energy’s (“DOE”) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (“WIPP”) in 


New Mexico. The incidents precipitating these comments commenced and unfolded since the 


close of the Draft GEIS and Waste Confidence comment period. Our filing of these supplemental 


comments has been protracted by the continuously evolving stream of information concerning 


what precisely happened at the WIPP facility, but with the issuance of such items as the June 26, 


2014 public availability of the New Mexico Environment Department’s presentation to the New 


Mexico State Legislature’s Radioactive and Hazardous Materials Committee, we commenced 


work to submit these supplemental comments.
2
  


Background on WIPP and the events of 2014 


The WIPP is the nation's first and only facility for deep geological disposal of transuranic 


radioactive waste (“TRU”) – this is nuclear waste from the DOE’s nuclear weapons complex. 


WIPP has been developed by the DOE in southeastern New Mexico, about 26 miles east of 


Carlsbad. Public Law 102-579, also called the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Land Withdrawal Act 


(“WIPP LWA”) withdrew an area of 10,240 acres from public use in October 1992. Congress 


authorized WIPP “for the express purpose of providing a research and development facility to 


demonstrate the safe disposal of radioactive wastes.”
3
 WIPP has been in operation since 1999, 


disposing of radioactive and hazardous waste in a deep underground repository.  


On February 5, 2014 there was an underground fire at the WIPP facility, precipitating the 


evacuation of 86 workers underground at the time of the fire, with 13 workers  treated for smoke 


inhalation (seven at the WIPP site and six at the Carlsbad Medical Center). Next, on the night of 


Friday, February 14, 2014 there was a significant release of radiation to the environment from 


the facility that has substantially contaminated the underground and affected the health of a 


number of WIPP employees.  


There are several sources of information about the incidents, but none are complete to date. For 


the purposes of NRC’s examination, we recommend the DOE’s WIPP recovery website,
4
 


including the fire and radiological release Accident Investigation Reports (AIR).
5
 Unfortunately, 


DOE has not made all relevant documents available, so we have also turned to the New Mexico 


Environment Department, which has established a special website, consisting of many DOE 


                                                 
2  See NMED website, 


http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP2014Docs.html#Background, “NMED Presentation to 


the Legislative Radioactive and Hazardous Materials Committee on June 10, 2014 (posted 6/26).” 
 
3  See Public Law, 96-164, Section 213(a), 93 STAT. 1265.  


 
4  http://www.wipp.energy.gov/wipprecovery/recovery.html. 
 
5  See February 5, 2014 Fire - http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/AIB%20Report.pdf; see also, 


February 14, 2014 Radiological Release (Phase 1) -


http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/AIB_Final_WIPP_Rad_Release_Phase1_04_22_2014.pdf. 


    



http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP2014Docs.html#Background

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/wipprecovery/recovery.html

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/AIB%20Report.pdf;

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/AIB_Final_WIPP_Rad_Release_Phase1_04_22_2014.pdf
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documents not available on the WIPP website.
6
  Other organizations also provided useful sources 


of information and analysis, especially Southwest Research & Information Center in New 


Mexico and the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board.
7
  


There are several aspects of facts related to the radioactive release that as of this date we can, 


with some measure of confidence, submit to the NRC for its consideration. Apparently, one or 


more of the 258 contact-handled (CH) waste containers underground in WIPP’s Room 7 and 


Panel 7 exploded and released radioactive and toxic chemicals. The presumed location of the 


release is about 1,500 feet from the continuous air monitor that triggered the filtration system. 


The release spread contaminants through more than 3,000 feet of tunnels, up the exhaust shaft 


(2,150 feet), into the environment, and to the air monitoring Station #107, approximately 3,000 


feet northwest of the exhaust shaft. Thus, the release, which lasted approximately for 15 hours, 


covered a distance of at least a mile and a half from the area of release to the Station #107.
8
  


In contrast to what we can state with confidence, significant questions remain unanswered. For 


example, we know that 22 workers, including nine that were not on site until hours after the 


underground radiation release was detected, tested positively for internal radiation contamination 


from bioassay examination.
9
  At least four of those workers were originally told that they had 


tested negative, then almost six weeks after the event were told that they had positive results.
10


 


Further, five months after the event occurred, the cause of the release is unknown.  Pictures have 


shown one breached container – LA00000068660 – in Room 7 of Panel 7, where radioactivity is 


detected as high as 40,000 disintegrations per minute per 100 square centimeters.
11


  Whether that 


container initiated the release, whether other containers have been breached, and what 


precipitated the release is unknown.  We have not yet identified a public technical document 


describing the activities necessary to find the cause.  As far as NRDC is aware, as of this date no 


one has physically examined the breached drum, nor have any scientific analyses of the container 


                                                 
6  http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP2014Docs.html. 


 
7  http://www.sric.org/nuclear/nuclear2.php#WIPPleak. 


8  See http://www.wipp.energy.gov/general/GenerateWippStatusReport.pdf and 


http://www.sric.org/nuclear/docs/WIPP_Leak_03262014.pdf; and 


http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/Modeling%20Results.pdf. 


.  
9  See http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/WIPP%20Update%205_15_14.pdf; see also, 


http://www.dnfsb.gov/board-activities/letters/boards-initial-assessment-two-recent-events-does-waste-


isolation-pilot-plan.   


 
10  http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/WIPP%20Update%203_27_14.pdf.  


 
11  See New Mexico Environment Department, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant NMED Activities 


Radioactive and Hazardous Materials Committee, Tuesday, June 10, 2014, 


http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP_docs/WIPP%20Update%20to%20RHMC%20Meeti


ng%206.10.14.pdf.  


 



http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP2014Docs.html

http://www.sric.org/nuclear/nuclear2.php#WIPPleak

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/general/GenerateWippStatusReport.pdf

http://www.sric.org/nuclear/docs/WIPP_Leak_03262014.pdf

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/Modeling%20Results.pdf

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/WIPP%20Update%205_15_14.pdf

http://www.dnfsb.gov/board-activities/letters/boards-initial-assessment-two-recent-events-does-waste-isolation-pilot-plan

http://www.dnfsb.gov/board-activities/letters/boards-initial-assessment-two-recent-events-does-waste-isolation-pilot-plan

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/WIPP%20Update%203_27_14.pdf

http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP_docs/WIPP%20Update%20to%20RHMC%20Meeting%206.10.14.pdf

http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP_docs/WIPP%20Update%20to%20RHMC%20Meeting%206.10.14.pdf
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been conducted.  Whether the cause of the release will ever be known with certainty has not been 


determined.   


We also know the WIPP control systems failed. As just one example, for six days after the fire, 


underground air monitors were inoperable.
12


  Thus, any release of radioactivity would not have 


been detected in the underground, the filtration system would not have been engaged, and the 


radioactivity would have been released directly into the environment. It is known that some 


radioactivity was released into the environment through the exhaust system without going 


through filtration, because two bypass dampers were not designed to fully close and did not fully 


close.   Three weeks after the release was detected, workers applied foam materials on the two 


dampers to fully seal them.  Whether other control systems failed is yet to be determined.  


In summary, the February fire and radiation release affected dozens of workers and the 


surrounding environment, and implicated the reliability of a myriad of assumption about 


operations specific to WIPP and how waste management and disposal sites can and do operate. 


The waste hoist, which is required for waste operations, was put out of service for more than five 


months because of the fire. The operational and safety procedure changes that are being required 


by the Fire AIR will take months to accomplish, and there is not yet a schedule for their 


completion. More important, the radiation release was never supposed to occur, but it has 


resulted in the facility being unable to accept additional waste for at least two years, and likely 


more.  If the site is ever to re-open, it will likely need major new infrastructure, including a new 


exhaust shaft and a new ventilation system.  Also, new construction will likely lead to other 


physical changes, including new underground panels and drifts.  Operational and safety 


procedures that are being required by the Radiological Event AIR will take months or years to 


accomplish, and there is not yet a schedule for their completion. 


Consideration of these matters with respect to the Waste Confidence Draft GEIS  


In 2011, four states, an Indian community, NRDC and a number of environmental groups 


petitioned the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit for review of the Waste 


Confidence rule – a NRC rulemaking regarding temporary storage and permanent disposal of 


nuclear waste. The Court held the rulemaking constituted a major federal action necessitating 


either an environmental impact statement or a finding of no significant environmental impact. 


The Court further held the Commission's evaluation of the risks of spent nuclear fuel is deficient 


in two ways: first, in concluding that permanent storage will be available “when necessary,” the 


Commission did not calculate the environmental effects of failing to secure permanent storage—


a possibility that cannot be ignored. Second, in determining that spent fuel can safely be stored 


on site at nuclear plants for sixty years after the expiration of a plant's license, the Commission 


failed to properly examine future dangers and key consequences. Thus, the Court vacated the 


Commission’s Waste Confidence Determination and Temporary Storage Rule and remanded the 


matter to NRC for further proceedings. See New York, et al. v. NRC, 681 F.3d 471, 483 (D.C. 


Cir. 2012) (hereinafter the “Waste Confidence Decision.”). 


                                                 
12  http://www.dnfsb.gov/board-activities/letters/boards-initial-assessment-two-recent-events-does-


waste-isolation-pilot-plan 
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In response to the Court’s decision, NRC issued Draft Waste Confidence GEIS on September 13, 


2013. 78 Fed. Reg 56621. NRDC and many others filed extensive comments on December 20, 


2013. When we filed those comments, we noted the Waste Confidence Decision reversed a three 


decade bar on the public’s ability to challenge how the agency regulates the production of 


nuclear waste, including the agency’s determination that the issue of nuclear waste has no impact 


on licensing nuclear power reactors. Specifically, we stated it is incumbent on the NRC to 


comply with the Court and analyze the environmental impacts of managing spent nuclear fuel—


generated as a result of licensing nuclear power plants—both a) in the near term and b) in the 


longer term in the event that no geologic repository is ever developed and used.  


Contemplating that statement, in light of the events at WIPP, it is apparent the agency now has 


an object lesson before it on the failure of institutional controls.  See NRDC’s Dec. 20, 2013 


Comments, at 38-50.   


The Draft GEIS assumes institutional controls will necessarily ensure continued public safety 


and security of SNF surface storage facilities, with no significant increases in environmental 


consequences (we address this misguided proposition extensively in our comments). We stated 


that while “this may be deemed reasonable over a short term (e.g. storage during the entire 


extended term of licensed operation), based on the sad history of managing radioactive and other 


forms of hazardous waste generated by large U.S. industrial programs, such as the production of 


nuclear weapons and rocket fuel, this is not a reasonable assumption to apply to the full terms of 


more extended storage scenarios, in which various levels of degradation and loss of such controls 


could well occur.” Id at 31.  


We now amend that statement to assert that in light of the WIPP incident, reliance on protective 


institutional controls may not be presumed reasonable, even in the short term. Five months after 


the radiation release was detected in Room 7, Panel 7, the location of the radioactive waste 


explosion is largely inaccessible and the cause of the release remains unknown. Such a debacle 


illustrates the complexity of nuclear waste management and disposal operations. Determining the 


causes, demonstrating that future releases will not occur, completely decontaminating the 


facility, and providing adequate assessment and treatment for workers are so far proving to be 


very difficult.  The lessons from the incidents will take years to address and NRC is required to 


address just such matters in this Draft GEIS.  


We noted in our comments NRC’s suggested defense for why it failed to analyze the potential 


environmental impacts of spent nuclear fuel in the event no repository is ever sited can be 


concisely summarized —the loss of institutional control so unlikely that it is a remote and 


speculative occurrence. Id at 50, Draft GEIS at 1-14, 15, note 2. NRC provided no technical, 


regulatory, or historic support for this assertion. Rather, NRC dismisses DOE’s approach in its 


2002 EIS to the loss of institutional controls at a dry cask storage facility as “not relevant.”  


With the WIPP mess in mind, NRC now has before it new and compelling evidence of what 


NRDC, the National Academies, and many others have made perfectly clear – institutional 


controls will fail – and the environmental impacts of those failures must be analyzed in this 
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Waste Confidence Draft GEIS. Again, we noted last December that the agency must evaluate 


plausible scenarios in which the responsible commercial entities go bankrupt, or otherwise assert 


the federal government’s sole fiduciary responsibility, which the government then fails with 


sufficient alacrity to assume, and thus institutional controls are lost, forcing primary reliance on 


the engineered barriers designed into the storage systems. Id at 31.  


We now have a situation where the government not only fails to assume control of a facility, but 


where the government is the primary, present actor and still institutional protections fail. It is 


critically important for NRC to assess such failures and the underlying reasons. It is a 


fundamental right under the NEPA process for the decision makers and the public to know the 


inherent resilience of storage and management systems for nuclear waste, whether they are being 


relied upon to passively protect the environment at some distant date in the future or in the 


present day United States with active institutional managers. In either case, we fail to see how 


NRC can adhere to the construct that institutional controls will exist in perpetuity.  


As just one example of assumptions that must be examined in light of the WIPP events, a 


fundamental linchpin of NRC’s conclusion that only “small” environmental impacts would be 


incurred via the long term storage of nuclear waste is the perpetual and robust viability of the 


Dry Transfer System (DTS) and any associated management. The DTS does not, as far as NRDC 


is aware, exist in actual form at any commercial operating reactor in this country. Further, there 


is not a licensed prototype in the country nor has NRC conducted any analysis to establish the 


ability of the DTS to isolate waste or protect public health in the event of any loss of institutional 


controls. As we noted in our December comments, NRDC has no doubt such a DTS can be 


constructed but we have no belief it will necessarily isolate the waste in perpetuity and to rely on 


such an assumption is arbitrary and capricious. Id. at 55.  By contrast, WIPP does exist and has 


been certified by EPA and in operation for more than 15 years. And less than half a year ago the 


facility released a significant amount of radioactivity and contaminated a number of its 


employees, an event that was not presumed to happen during operations or before 10,000 years 


had passed. In addition to the work we stated NRC must perform in January, we think it 


imperative NRC perform an analysis of the application of DOE’s WIPP waste acceptance 


criteria, quality assurance and controls before it can continue to rely on institutional controls in 


perpetuity.   


As NRC is well aware, the completion of an EIS does not end an agency’s responsibility to 


consider environmental impacts.  Marsh v. Or. Natural Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 371-72 


(1989).  The Supreme Court has recognized, it would be incongruous with NEPA’s “action-


forcing” purpose to allow an agency to put on “blinders to adverse environmental effects,” just 


because an EIS has been completed.  Id. at 371.  This is true whether the EIS is in final or in 


draft form. Thus, an agency must supplement its EIS if there is new information showing that the 


remaining federal action will affect the quality of the human environment “in a significant 


manner or to a significant extent not already considered.”  Id. at 374; City of Olmsted Falls, OH 


v. F.A.A., 292 F.3d 261, 274 (D.C. Cir. 2002). 
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Pursuant to the Council on Environmental Quality’s (“CEQ”) implementing NEPA regulations, 


supplemental NEPA analysis is necessary whenever an agency learns of “significant new 


circumstances,” or new “information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the 


proposed action or its impacts.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c); Deukmejian v. NRC, 751 F.2d 1287, 


1298 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (“the [NRC’s] obligations under NEPA [include] a continuing duty to 


supplement EISs which have already become final whenever the discovery of significant new 


information renders the original EIS inadequate”). 


In short, as we have stated since December 2013, NRC must withdraw this Draft GEIS and, 


along with performing an analysis of extended storage of spent nuclear fuel with an associated 


failure of institutional controls, examine in particular the events currently evolving at the WIPP 


nuclear waste facility in New Mexico. 


On a final note, at page 1-22 of the Waste confidence Draft GEIS, NRC states: “[t]he 


environmental impacts of portions of the uranium fuel cycle that occur before new fuel is 


delivered to the plant and after spent fuel is sent to a disposal site have been evaluated and are 


codified in regulation (10 CFR 51.51, Table S–3).” (See also, Figure 1-2 at 1-18). As noted in 


our February 2009 comments on NRC’s last iteration of the Waste Confidence Determination, in 


the litigation that precipitated this matter and in our December 2013 comments, NRC has no 


basis for continued reliance on Table S-3, the outdated uranium fuel cycle rule—which itself was 


contingent upon the now vacated Waste Confidence Rule—that depends on assumptions long 


since proven wrong or, simply, no longer applicable by virtue of current law. We detailed the 


reasons for Table S-3’s inadequacy in Appendix B of our December 2013 comments and further 


supplement those comments with the information submitted this day.  


We again remind the agency of the DC Circuit’s direction regarding the relationship between 


Table S-3 and its understanding of the TSR and its Waste Confidence obligations:  


The Commission argues that its “Table S–3” already accounts for 


the environmental effects of the nuclear fuel cycle and finds no 


significant impact. Not so. Table S–3, like the Commission itself, 


presumes the existence of a geologic repository. Therefore, it 


cannot explain the environmental effects of a failure to secure a 


permanent facility. The Commission also complains that 


conducting a full analysis regarding permanent storage would be 


an “abstract exercise.” Perhaps the Commission thinks so because 


it perceives the required analysis to be of the effects of the 


permanent repository itself. But we are focused on the effects of a 


failure to secure permanent storage. The Commission apparently 


has no long-term plan other than hoping for a geologic repository. 


If the government continues to fail in its quest to establish one, 


then SNF will seemingly be stored on site at nuclear plants on a 


permanent basis. The Commission can and must assess the 


potential environmental effects of such a failure.  
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New York et al., at 479.  


While we agree with the Court the outdated and inaccurate Table S-3 attempts to evaluate 


the environmental impacts after spent fuel is sent to a disposal site, it’s now even more 


apparent from the WIPP events of these past six months that NRC should have not 


assume a “zero release” from any repository and that Table S-3 depends on assumptions 


long since proven factually wrong. NRC should immediately commence a draft 


rulemaking process to rectify its deficiencies. 


We appreciate the opportunity to provide these supplemental comments. If you have any 


questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 


 


Sincerely,  


 
_______________________ 


Geoffrey H. Fettus 


Senior Attorney  


Natural Resources Defense Council 


1152 15
th


 St. NW, Suite 300 


Washington D.C., 20005 


(202) 289-2371 


gfettus@nrdc.org 


 


cc:  


Chairman Macfarlane 


Commissioner Svinicki  


Commissioner Magwood 


Commissioner Ostendorff  
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Via Electronic Mail   

 

Ms. Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

Washington, DC 20555–0001 

ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications 

Rulemaking.Comments@nrc.gov. 

 

RE: Supplement to the Comments of the Natural Resources Defense Council December 20, 

2013 Comments on the Draft Waste Confidence Generic Environmental Impact Statement 

and Waste Confidence Rulemaking (Docket ID NRC–2012–0246)   

 

Dear Ms. Vietti-Cook: 

 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”) writes today to provide brief supplemental 

comments to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (“NRC” “the agency”, or “the 

Commission”) for its consideration of the Draft Waste Confidence Generic Environmental 

Impact Statement, 78 Fed. Reg 56621 (Sept. 13, 2013) (hereinafter referred to as the “Draft 

Waste Confidence GEIS” or “Draft GEIS”) and the Waste Confidence—Continued Storage of 

Spent Nuclear Fuel: Proposed Rule, 78 Fed. Reg. 56766-56805 (Sept. 13, 2013). 

As NRC is aware, NRDC and many others filed extensive comments on December 20, 2013. On 

that date, and again on March 21, 2014, at the invitation of the Commissioners in a public 

proceeding, NRDC urged NRC to withdraw and significantly revamp the Draft GEIS as the 

agency failed to: 1) properly identify the major federal action necessitating an environmental 

impact statement; 2) evaluate the environmental effects of failing to secure permanent storage, 

with associated alternatives and mitigation strategies; and 3) properly examine future dangers 

and key consequences with respect to spent fuel pool fires and leaks.
1
  

We expect at this juncture and according to the NRC’s reported schedule, NRC Staff is currently 

updating and revising its Draft GEIS and working on the “Response to Comments.” Pursuant to 

that process, this day NRDC submits for consideration supplemental comments on incidents that 

                                                 
1  See, Natural Resources Defense Council’s Comments on the Draft Waste Confidence Generic 

Environmental Impact Statement and Waste Confidence Rulemaking (Docket ID NRC–2012–0246), 

December 20, 2013 at 13 and 17 (hereinafter “NRDC’s Dec. 20, 2013 Comments at __”); see also, 

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/slides/2014/20140321/fettus-slides-

20140321.pdf 
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have occurred at the Department of Energy’s (“DOE”) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (“WIPP”) in 

New Mexico. The incidents precipitating these comments commenced and unfolded since the 

close of the Draft GEIS and Waste Confidence comment period. Our filing of these supplemental 

comments has been protracted by the continuously evolving stream of information concerning 

what precisely happened at the WIPP facility, but with the issuance of such items as the June 26, 

2014 public availability of the New Mexico Environment Department’s presentation to the New 

Mexico State Legislature’s Radioactive and Hazardous Materials Committee, we commenced 

work to submit these supplemental comments.
2
  

Background on WIPP and the events of 2014 

The WIPP is the nation's first and only facility for deep geological disposal of transuranic 

radioactive waste (“TRU”) – this is nuclear waste from the DOE’s nuclear weapons complex. 

WIPP has been developed by the DOE in southeastern New Mexico, about 26 miles east of 

Carlsbad. Public Law 102-579, also called the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Land Withdrawal Act 

(“WIPP LWA”) withdrew an area of 10,240 acres from public use in October 1992. Congress 

authorized WIPP “for the express purpose of providing a research and development facility to 

demonstrate the safe disposal of radioactive wastes.”
3
 WIPP has been in operation since 1999, 

disposing of radioactive and hazardous waste in a deep underground repository.  

On February 5, 2014 there was an underground fire at the WIPP facility, precipitating the 

evacuation of 86 workers underground at the time of the fire, with 13 workers  treated for smoke 

inhalation (seven at the WIPP site and six at the Carlsbad Medical Center). Next, on the night of 

Friday, February 14, 2014 there was a significant release of radiation to the environment from 

the facility that has substantially contaminated the underground and affected the health of a 

number of WIPP employees.  

There are several sources of information about the incidents, but none are complete to date. For 

the purposes of NRC’s examination, we recommend the DOE’s WIPP recovery website,
4
 

including the fire and radiological release Accident Investigation Reports (AIR).
5
 Unfortunately, 

DOE has not made all relevant documents available, so we have also turned to the New Mexico 

Environment Department, which has established a special website, consisting of many DOE 

                                                 
2  See NMED website, 

http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP2014Docs.html#Background, “NMED Presentation to 

the Legislative Radioactive and Hazardous Materials Committee on June 10, 2014 (posted 6/26).” 
 
3  See Public Law, 96-164, Section 213(a), 93 STAT. 1265.  

 
4  http://www.wipp.energy.gov/wipprecovery/recovery.html. 
 
5  See February 5, 2014 Fire - http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/AIB%20Report.pdf; see also, 

February 14, 2014 Radiological Release (Phase 1) -

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/AIB_Final_WIPP_Rad_Release_Phase1_04_22_2014.pdf. 

    

http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP2014Docs.html#Background
http://www.wipp.energy.gov/wipprecovery/recovery.html
http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/AIB%20Report.pdf;
http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/AIB_Final_WIPP_Rad_Release_Phase1_04_22_2014.pdf
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documents not available on the WIPP website.
6
  Other organizations also provided useful sources 

of information and analysis, especially Southwest Research & Information Center in New 

Mexico and the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board.
7
  

There are several aspects of facts related to the radioactive release that as of this date we can, 

with some measure of confidence, submit to the NRC for its consideration. Apparently, one or 

more of the 258 contact-handled (CH) waste containers underground in WIPP’s Room 7 and 

Panel 7 exploded and released radioactive and toxic chemicals. The presumed location of the 

release is about 1,500 feet from the continuous air monitor that triggered the filtration system. 

The release spread contaminants through more than 3,000 feet of tunnels, up the exhaust shaft 

(2,150 feet), into the environment, and to the air monitoring Station #107, approximately 3,000 

feet northwest of the exhaust shaft. Thus, the release, which lasted approximately for 15 hours, 

covered a distance of at least a mile and a half from the area of release to the Station #107.
8
  

In contrast to what we can state with confidence, significant questions remain unanswered. For 

example, we know that 22 workers, including nine that were not on site until hours after the 

underground radiation release was detected, tested positively for internal radiation contamination 

from bioassay examination.
9
  At least four of those workers were originally told that they had 

tested negative, then almost six weeks after the event were told that they had positive results.
10

 

Further, five months after the event occurred, the cause of the release is unknown.  Pictures have 

shown one breached container – LA00000068660 – in Room 7 of Panel 7, where radioactivity is 

detected as high as 40,000 disintegrations per minute per 100 square centimeters.
11

  Whether that 

container initiated the release, whether other containers have been breached, and what 

precipitated the release is unknown.  We have not yet identified a public technical document 

describing the activities necessary to find the cause.  As far as NRDC is aware, as of this date no 

one has physically examined the breached drum, nor have any scientific analyses of the container 

                                                 
6  http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP2014Docs.html. 

 
7  http://www.sric.org/nuclear/nuclear2.php#WIPPleak. 

8  See http://www.wipp.energy.gov/general/GenerateWippStatusReport.pdf and 

http://www.sric.org/nuclear/docs/WIPP_Leak_03262014.pdf; and 

http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/Modeling%20Results.pdf. 

.  
9  See http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/WIPP%20Update%205_15_14.pdf; see also, 

http://www.dnfsb.gov/board-activities/letters/boards-initial-assessment-two-recent-events-does-waste-

isolation-pilot-plan.   

 
10  http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/WIPP%20Update%203_27_14.pdf.  

 
11  See New Mexico Environment Department, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant NMED Activities 

Radioactive and Hazardous Materials Committee, Tuesday, June 10, 2014, 

http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP_docs/WIPP%20Update%20to%20RHMC%20Meeti

ng%206.10.14.pdf.  

 

http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP2014Docs.html
http://www.sric.org/nuclear/nuclear2.php#WIPPleak
http://www.wipp.energy.gov/general/GenerateWippStatusReport.pdf
http://www.sric.org/nuclear/docs/WIPP_Leak_03262014.pdf
http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/Modeling%20Results.pdf
http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/WIPP%20Update%205_15_14.pdf
http://www.dnfsb.gov/board-activities/letters/boards-initial-assessment-two-recent-events-does-waste-isolation-pilot-plan
http://www.dnfsb.gov/board-activities/letters/boards-initial-assessment-two-recent-events-does-waste-isolation-pilot-plan
http://www.wipp.energy.gov/Special/WIPP%20Update%203_27_14.pdf
http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP_docs/WIPP%20Update%20to%20RHMC%20Meeting%206.10.14.pdf
http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/NMED/Issues/WIPP_docs/WIPP%20Update%20to%20RHMC%20Meeting%206.10.14.pdf
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been conducted.  Whether the cause of the release will ever be known with certainty has not been 

determined.   

We also know the WIPP control systems failed. As just one example, for six days after the fire, 

underground air monitors were inoperable.
12

  Thus, any release of radioactivity would not have 

been detected in the underground, the filtration system would not have been engaged, and the 

radioactivity would have been released directly into the environment. It is known that some 

radioactivity was released into the environment through the exhaust system without going 

through filtration, because two bypass dampers were not designed to fully close and did not fully 

close.   Three weeks after the release was detected, workers applied foam materials on the two 

dampers to fully seal them.  Whether other control systems failed is yet to be determined.  

In summary, the February fire and radiation release affected dozens of workers and the 

surrounding environment, and implicated the reliability of a myriad of assumption about 

operations specific to WIPP and how waste management and disposal sites can and do operate. 

The waste hoist, which is required for waste operations, was put out of service for more than five 

months because of the fire. The operational and safety procedure changes that are being required 

by the Fire AIR will take months to accomplish, and there is not yet a schedule for their 

completion. More important, the radiation release was never supposed to occur, but it has 

resulted in the facility being unable to accept additional waste for at least two years, and likely 

more.  If the site is ever to re-open, it will likely need major new infrastructure, including a new 

exhaust shaft and a new ventilation system.  Also, new construction will likely lead to other 

physical changes, including new underground panels and drifts.  Operational and safety 

procedures that are being required by the Radiological Event AIR will take months or years to 

accomplish, and there is not yet a schedule for their completion. 

Consideration of these matters with respect to the Waste Confidence Draft GEIS  

In 2011, four states, an Indian community, NRDC and a number of environmental groups 

petitioned the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit for review of the Waste 

Confidence rule – a NRC rulemaking regarding temporary storage and permanent disposal of 

nuclear waste. The Court held the rulemaking constituted a major federal action necessitating 

either an environmental impact statement or a finding of no significant environmental impact. 

The Court further held the Commission's evaluation of the risks of spent nuclear fuel is deficient 

in two ways: first, in concluding that permanent storage will be available “when necessary,” the 

Commission did not calculate the environmental effects of failing to secure permanent storage—

a possibility that cannot be ignored. Second, in determining that spent fuel can safely be stored 

on site at nuclear plants for sixty years after the expiration of a plant's license, the Commission 

failed to properly examine future dangers and key consequences. Thus, the Court vacated the 

Commission’s Waste Confidence Determination and Temporary Storage Rule and remanded the 

matter to NRC for further proceedings. See New York, et al. v. NRC, 681 F.3d 471, 483 (D.C. 

Cir. 2012) (hereinafter the “Waste Confidence Decision.”). 

                                                 
12  http://www.dnfsb.gov/board-activities/letters/boards-initial-assessment-two-recent-events-does-

waste-isolation-pilot-plan 
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In response to the Court’s decision, NRC issued Draft Waste Confidence GEIS on September 13, 

2013. 78 Fed. Reg 56621. NRDC and many others filed extensive comments on December 20, 

2013. When we filed those comments, we noted the Waste Confidence Decision reversed a three 

decade bar on the public’s ability to challenge how the agency regulates the production of 

nuclear waste, including the agency’s determination that the issue of nuclear waste has no impact 

on licensing nuclear power reactors. Specifically, we stated it is incumbent on the NRC to 

comply with the Court and analyze the environmental impacts of managing spent nuclear fuel—

generated as a result of licensing nuclear power plants—both a) in the near term and b) in the 

longer term in the event that no geologic repository is ever developed and used.  

Contemplating that statement, in light of the events at WIPP, it is apparent the agency now has 

an object lesson before it on the failure of institutional controls.  See NRDC’s Dec. 20, 2013 

Comments, at 38-50.   

The Draft GEIS assumes institutional controls will necessarily ensure continued public safety 

and security of SNF surface storage facilities, with no significant increases in environmental 

consequences (we address this misguided proposition extensively in our comments). We stated 

that while “this may be deemed reasonable over a short term (e.g. storage during the entire 

extended term of licensed operation), based on the sad history of managing radioactive and other 

forms of hazardous waste generated by large U.S. industrial programs, such as the production of 

nuclear weapons and rocket fuel, this is not a reasonable assumption to apply to the full terms of 

more extended storage scenarios, in which various levels of degradation and loss of such controls 

could well occur.” Id at 31.  

We now amend that statement to assert that in light of the WIPP incident, reliance on protective 

institutional controls may not be presumed reasonable, even in the short term. Five months after 

the radiation release was detected in Room 7, Panel 7, the location of the radioactive waste 

explosion is largely inaccessible and the cause of the release remains unknown. Such a debacle 

illustrates the complexity of nuclear waste management and disposal operations. Determining the 

causes, demonstrating that future releases will not occur, completely decontaminating the 

facility, and providing adequate assessment and treatment for workers are so far proving to be 

very difficult.  The lessons from the incidents will take years to address and NRC is required to 

address just such matters in this Draft GEIS.  

We noted in our comments NRC’s suggested defense for why it failed to analyze the potential 

environmental impacts of spent nuclear fuel in the event no repository is ever sited can be 

concisely summarized —the loss of institutional control so unlikely that it is a remote and 

speculative occurrence. Id at 50, Draft GEIS at 1-14, 15, note 2. NRC provided no technical, 

regulatory, or historic support for this assertion. Rather, NRC dismisses DOE’s approach in its 

2002 EIS to the loss of institutional controls at a dry cask storage facility as “not relevant.”  

With the WIPP mess in mind, NRC now has before it new and compelling evidence of what 

NRDC, the National Academies, and many others have made perfectly clear – institutional 

controls will fail – and the environmental impacts of those failures must be analyzed in this 
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Waste Confidence Draft GEIS. Again, we noted last December that the agency must evaluate 

plausible scenarios in which the responsible commercial entities go bankrupt, or otherwise assert 

the federal government’s sole fiduciary responsibility, which the government then fails with 

sufficient alacrity to assume, and thus institutional controls are lost, forcing primary reliance on 

the engineered barriers designed into the storage systems. Id at 31.  

We now have a situation where the government not only fails to assume control of a facility, but 

where the government is the primary, present actor and still institutional protections fail. It is 

critically important for NRC to assess such failures and the underlying reasons. It is a 

fundamental right under the NEPA process for the decision makers and the public to know the 

inherent resilience of storage and management systems for nuclear waste, whether they are being 

relied upon to passively protect the environment at some distant date in the future or in the 

present day United States with active institutional managers. In either case, we fail to see how 

NRC can adhere to the construct that institutional controls will exist in perpetuity.  

As just one example of assumptions that must be examined in light of the WIPP events, a 

fundamental linchpin of NRC’s conclusion that only “small” environmental impacts would be 

incurred via the long term storage of nuclear waste is the perpetual and robust viability of the 

Dry Transfer System (DTS) and any associated management. The DTS does not, as far as NRDC 

is aware, exist in actual form at any commercial operating reactor in this country. Further, there 

is not a licensed prototype in the country nor has NRC conducted any analysis to establish the 

ability of the DTS to isolate waste or protect public health in the event of any loss of institutional 

controls. As we noted in our December comments, NRDC has no doubt such a DTS can be 

constructed but we have no belief it will necessarily isolate the waste in perpetuity and to rely on 

such an assumption is arbitrary and capricious. Id. at 55.  By contrast, WIPP does exist and has 

been certified by EPA and in operation for more than 15 years. And less than half a year ago the 

facility released a significant amount of radioactivity and contaminated a number of its 

employees, an event that was not presumed to happen during operations or before 10,000 years 

had passed. In addition to the work we stated NRC must perform in January, we think it 

imperative NRC perform an analysis of the application of DOE’s WIPP waste acceptance 

criteria, quality assurance and controls before it can continue to rely on institutional controls in 

perpetuity.   

As NRC is well aware, the completion of an EIS does not end an agency’s responsibility to 

consider environmental impacts.  Marsh v. Or. Natural Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 371-72 

(1989).  The Supreme Court has recognized, it would be incongruous with NEPA’s “action-

forcing” purpose to allow an agency to put on “blinders to adverse environmental effects,” just 

because an EIS has been completed.  Id. at 371.  This is true whether the EIS is in final or in 

draft form. Thus, an agency must supplement its EIS if there is new information showing that the 

remaining federal action will affect the quality of the human environment “in a significant 

manner or to a significant extent not already considered.”  Id. at 374; City of Olmsted Falls, OH 

v. F.A.A., 292 F.3d 261, 274 (D.C. Cir. 2002). 
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Pursuant to the Council on Environmental Quality’s (“CEQ”) implementing NEPA regulations, 

supplemental NEPA analysis is necessary whenever an agency learns of “significant new 

circumstances,” or new “information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the 

proposed action or its impacts.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c); Deukmejian v. NRC, 751 F.2d 1287, 

1298 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (“the [NRC’s] obligations under NEPA [include] a continuing duty to 

supplement EISs which have already become final whenever the discovery of significant new 

information renders the original EIS inadequate”). 

In short, as we have stated since December 2013, NRC must withdraw this Draft GEIS and, 

along with performing an analysis of extended storage of spent nuclear fuel with an associated 

failure of institutional controls, examine in particular the events currently evolving at the WIPP 

nuclear waste facility in New Mexico. 

On a final note, at page 1-22 of the Waste confidence Draft GEIS, NRC states: “[t]he 

environmental impacts of portions of the uranium fuel cycle that occur before new fuel is 

delivered to the plant and after spent fuel is sent to a disposal site have been evaluated and are 

codified in regulation (10 CFR 51.51, Table S–3).” (See also, Figure 1-2 at 1-18). As noted in 

our February 2009 comments on NRC’s last iteration of the Waste Confidence Determination, in 

the litigation that precipitated this matter and in our December 2013 comments, NRC has no 

basis for continued reliance on Table S-3, the outdated uranium fuel cycle rule—which itself was 

contingent upon the now vacated Waste Confidence Rule—that depends on assumptions long 

since proven wrong or, simply, no longer applicable by virtue of current law. We detailed the 

reasons for Table S-3’s inadequacy in Appendix B of our December 2013 comments and further 

supplement those comments with the information submitted this day.  

We again remind the agency of the DC Circuit’s direction regarding the relationship between 

Table S-3 and its understanding of the TSR and its Waste Confidence obligations:  

The Commission argues that its “Table S–3” already accounts for 

the environmental effects of the nuclear fuel cycle and finds no 

significant impact. Not so. Table S–3, like the Commission itself, 

presumes the existence of a geologic repository. Therefore, it 

cannot explain the environmental effects of a failure to secure a 

permanent facility. The Commission also complains that 

conducting a full analysis regarding permanent storage would be 

an “abstract exercise.” Perhaps the Commission thinks so because 

it perceives the required analysis to be of the effects of the 

permanent repository itself. But we are focused on the effects of a 

failure to secure permanent storage. The Commission apparently 

has no long-term plan other than hoping for a geologic repository. 

If the government continues to fail in its quest to establish one, 

then SNF will seemingly be stored on site at nuclear plants on a 

permanent basis. The Commission can and must assess the 

potential environmental effects of such a failure.  
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New York et al., at 479.  

While we agree with the Court the outdated and inaccurate Table S-3 attempts to evaluate 

the environmental impacts after spent fuel is sent to a disposal site, it’s now even more 

apparent from the WIPP events of these past six months that NRC should have not 

assume a “zero release” from any repository and that Table S-3 depends on assumptions 

long since proven factually wrong. NRC should immediately commence a draft 

rulemaking process to rectify its deficiencies. 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these supplemental comments. If you have any 

questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Sincerely,  

 
_______________________ 

Geoffrey H. Fettus 

Senior Attorney  

Natural Resources Defense Council 

1152 15
th

 St. NW, Suite 300 

Washington D.C., 20005 

(202) 289-2371 

gfettus@nrdc.org 

 

cc:  

Chairman Macfarlane 

Commissioner Svinicki  

Commissioner Magwood 

Commissioner Ostendorff  
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